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Wolf Moon Blood Moon
LSU Press to Publish Ed Falco’s Debut Poetry Collection in December
“Fiction writer extraordinaire, Falco is a first-rate storyteller in this exquisite, intelligent, cadence-filled
verse. By embracing melancholy, Falco paradoxically shines light, affirming the human spirit. Wolf Moon
Blood Moon reads as an ode to our very lives.” —Denise Duhamel
Baton Rouge—In Wolf Moon Blood Moon, Ed Falco considers love and the loss of love, what we
have today and what we remember of yesterday, the promise of youth and the disappointments and
pleasures of aging. By turns whimsical, meditative, and poignant, these poems examine the joys and
sorrows of living.
The first section offers a meditation on loss, as the author explores bereavements both personal and
remote. From an elderly mother and her stroke-impaired son struggling to have a simple conversation, to
a man coping with the breakup of his marriage, to strangers caught in the public tragedies of a flood or an
act of mass violence, these are poems acknowledging that loss is inevitable, infused with grief, and borne
with courage. The second section explores the turbulence, sensuality, and mysteries within a particular
life. Speakers in these poems contemplate aging while on their way to see a Broadway play, recall a
father’s violence and a mother’s selflessness, and explore the complexity of a world that seems impossible
to comprehend. Together, the two sections suggest a poet looking back in contemplation.
Ed Falco lives in the mountains of Blacksburg, Virginia. He teaches in the MFA program at Virginia Tech
and edits the New River, an online journal of new media writing. A poetry contributor to The Southern
Review, he has also published novels, short stories, and plays.
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